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Introduction
In 1960’s Great Britain, newsagent shelves were groaning under the weight of boys and girls weekly
comics. (These days the number of comics published in the UK for sale in newsagents is a fraction of
what it was. There are several reasons for this, comics not making money, falling out of fashion, competing
with other more exciting toys and so on, but that’s another story). During the summer months some comic
publishers produced a thirty-two page summer special. Essentially this had the same mix of stories and
factual features as appeared in the weekly comic, but was published in a larger paper format, on good
quality paper with pages produced in full colour. For me and other children they were the perfect
accompaniment for those long car or train rides to and from holiday destinations.

The Summer Special comic I read the most during my younger days was The Victor, this featured new
stories of series and characters that had or were running in that year’s comic, factual features and a simple
game. And I thought it would be a good idea to create my own Green Lion Comics Summer Special.
And the result is what you’re looking at. I decided though, to create an Autumn Special, just to be slightly
different. Work on this Special has been ongoing since Autumn 2016, with pages being created in between
the monthly issues.

In this thirty-six page Autumn Special (I’ve added four extra pages), you will read stories featuring
characters from the monthly comic, quizzes, factual information, a pin-up poster, a board game and much,
much more. The theme of this Autumn Special (apart from the Autumn flavour), is to push forward the
overall main series story-lines.  I hope you enjoy this autumn Special.
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